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DESCRIPTION

CREATED BY

Inter-Provider Multi-Cloud
& Connectivity

Enterprises need to connect their global workforce seamlessly to Clouds where
business-critical applications and workloads run. They must be able to connect to and
negotiate public Cloud services offered by different Providers in near/real-time. No
single ICT provider (network, cloud or application) can meet all of their needs; they must
partner with others. Enterprise adoption of Multi-Cloud/ Hybrid-Cloud ICT environments
is the driving force behind on-demand ICT services that combine network, cloud, and
VAS. While many public cloud providers offer on-demand negotiation for their individual
services via proprietary web portals and/or APIs, there is no standard that can be
applied industry-wide, so connecting to clouds involves negotiating connectivity with
multiple network & exchange providers using proprietary web portals and/or APIs.
The lack of global industry standards to automate negotiation of inter-provider ICT
services is the key inhibiting factor in providers' ability to meet the enterprise needs.

Network Provider Benefits
Respond quickly to partner requests
and increase conversion rates for interprovider connectivity services with ondemand negotiation capabilities

Offer complete ICT services to customers
by being able to negotiate inter-provider
services with partners in near/real-time

Grow business with existing provider
partners and mitigate potential losses as
they divert orders to automated
providers

Achieve significant efficiency gains
by standardizing & automating interprovider partnering & negotiation
processes

Increase revenue potential by gaining
access to an emerging global interprovider ICT service supply chain

Access a global platform to quickly
launch new services
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Solution

For near/real-time service negotiation of inter-provider ICT services with other network,
cloud & VAS providers, ICT providers need open, flexible, agile, standards-compliant
inter-provider service automation. The solution must be able to abstract the individual
offerings of those providers allowing them to be used in combination to meet the needs
of enterprise customers. ICT providers should choose a solution that is capable of
supporting current standards and technologies, and also extensible to support future
ones.

What is

The Solution Should Support:

rapid Plug'n'Play partnering with providers who implement the
standard with or without nBrace
standardized automation of inter-provider negotiation (buy &
sell) processes & API's (serviceability, quoting and ordering)
trusted, secure, private bi-lateral partnering, and negotiation
to match providers current way of working
rapid means to introduce support for new inter-provider
services offering including ability to configure/specify per
partner
flexible deployment, ability to augment providers' existing BOSS; or capable of being deployed as an independent solution
that can be integrated step by step
ability to support evolving/emerging standards, including
multiple release support to match partners.

Amartus nBrace was designed from first
principles to address these unique
needs, offering network providers a
rapid, efficient means to implement
inter-provider service automation
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